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THEORY 2
Maxwell´s Wheel

Introduction
A cylindrical wheel of uniform density, having the mass M = 0,40 kg, the radius R = 0,060 m
and the thickness d = 0,010 m is suspended by means of two light strings of the same length
from the ceiling. Each string is wound around the axle of the wheel. Like the strings, the mass
of the axle is negligible. When the wheel is turned manually, the strings are wound up until
the centre of mass is raised 1,0 m above the floor. If the wheel is allowed to move downward
vertically under the pulling force of the gravity, the strings are unwound to the full length of
the strings and the wheel reaches the lowest point. The strings then begin to wound in the op-
posite sense resulting in the wheel being raised upwards.

Analyze and answer the following questions, assuming that the strings are in vertical position
and the points where the strings touch the axle are directly below their respective suspending
points (see fig. 19.5).
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Questions
2.1
Determine the angular speed of the wheel when the centre of mass of the wheel covers the
vertical distance s.

2.2
Determine the kinetic energy of the linear motion of the centre of mass Er after the wheel
travels a distance s = 0,50 m, and calculate the ratio between Er and the energy in any other
form in this problem up to this point.

Radius of the axle = 0,0030 m

2.3
Determine the tension in the string while the wheel is moving downward.

2.4
Calculate the angular speed ώ as a function of the angleΦ when the strings begin to unwind 
themselves in opposite sense as depicted in fig. 19.6.
Sketch a graph of variables which describe the motion (in cartesian system which suits the
problem) and also the speed of the centre of mass as a function of Φ.

Fig. 19.6

2.5
If the string can withstand a maximum tension Tm = 10 N, find the maximum length of the
string which may be unwound without breaking by the wheel.


